We propose role play dialogue-aware language models (RPDALMs) that can leverage interactive contexts in role play multiturn dialogues for estimating the generative probability of words. Our motivation is to improve automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance in role play dialogues such as contact center dialogues and service center dialogues. Although long short-term memory recurrent neural network based language models (LSTM-RNN-LMs) can capture long-range contexts within an utterance, they cannot utilize sequential interactive information between speakers in multi-turn dialogues. Our idea is to explicitly leverage speakers' roles of individual utterances, which are often available in role play dialogues, for neural language modeling. The RPDA-LMs are represented as a generative model conditioned by a role sequence of a target role play dialogue. We compose the RPDA-LMs by extending hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder modeling so as to handle the role information. Our ASR evaluation in a contact center dialogue demonstrates that RPDA-LMs outperform LSTM-RNN-LMs and document-context LMs in terms of perplexity and word error rate. In addition, we verify the effectiveness of explicitly taking interactive contexts into consideration.
Introduction
In the automatic speech recognition (ASR) field, multi-party conversation is one of the most popular ASR tasks. Multi-party conversation tasks have different attributes from typical single speaker tasks since multiple speakers interact with each other. In order to enhance ASR performance in multi-party conversation tasks, language models (LMs) have to precisely capture the interactive contexts.
A lot of studies have been reported for improving language modeling in single speaker tasks. For a while, smoothed n-gram LMs were employed in ASR because they yield powerful performance in spite of simple modeling [1] [2] [3] [4] . In recent studies, neural LMs that capture words by converting continuous representations have attracted a lot of attention [5, 6] . In particular, long short-term memory recurrent neural network based LMs (LSTM-RNN-LMs) provide effective modeling to leverage long-range sequential contexts within an utterance [7] [8] [9] . In addition, to capture discourse-level sequential contexts, document context LMs that can capture long-range sequential contexts beyond utterance boundaries have also been proposed [10, 11] .
On the other hand, language models intended to be used in multi-party conversation have also been developed [12, 13] . In order to capture differences between speakers, speakers' role information is often utilized for language modeling [14, 15] . In fact, the role information is easily obtained in role play dialogue ASR tasks such as contact center dialogues or service center dialogues because individual speaker's speech can be recorded on pre-defined different sources. Most previous work utilized the role information for reflecting role-specific word occurrences into n-gram LMs [15] .
However, the previous work did not take sequential interactive contexts between speakers into consideration. We can expect that ASR performance can be improved by capturing the sequential interactive contexts since they incrementally affect the next speaker's utterances. Therefore, our idea is to reconcile role-dependent modeling with LSTM-RNN based long-range sequential modeling. Although a similar idea is examined in dialogue context LMs, they can only be applied for two-speaker dialogues in which each speaker's utterances are uttered alternately [16] . In real ASR applications, more flexible LMs are required because two speaker's utterances rarely alternate.
In this paper, we propose role play dialogue aware LMs (RPDA-LMs) that can leverage sequential interactive contexts from start-of-conversation to a current word for estimating the generative probability of a word in a current utterance. Unlike the conventional dialogue context LMs, the RPDA-LMs can be applied to arbitrary role play dialogue ASR tasks. We compose the RPDA-LMs by extending a hierarchical recurrent encoderdecoder so as to handle role information [17] . In addition to the RPDA-LMs, this paper presents role-aware LSTM-RNN-LMs that can only handle role information in the current utterance in order to clarify the differences between the RPDA-LMs and the LSTM-RNN-LMs.
The RPDA-LMs are closely related to neural conversation models that are developed for a response generation module in spoken dialogue systems [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The neural conversation models are regarded as LMs conditioned on collocutor's utterances. Furthermore, dialogue context neural conversation models have been examined for incorporating multi-turn dialogues [23] [24] [25] . The RPDA-LMs are regarded as the dialogue context neural conversational models that are modified so as to accommodate role play dialogue ASR tasks. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work on applying the neural conversation models to ASR. Additionally, the RPDA-LMs are related to neural language models conditioned by auxiliary features except for words. Topic information is usually introduced for capturing global lexical context [26] [27] [28] . In addition, speech information is used as the auxiliary features for incorporating a speaker's attributes [29] . In the RPDA-LMs and the role-aware LSTM-RNN-LMs, the auxiliary features are role information. Although neural networks that depend on role information have been examined in spoken language understanding fields [30, 31] , this paper reports the initial study of role dependent neural networks in language modeling.
Our evaluation uses Japanese contact center dialogue data sets. We demonstrate the RPDA-LMs outperform the role- aware LSTM-RNN-LMs and document-context LMs in terms of perplexity and word error rate. In addition, we verify the effectiveness of explicitly taking sequential interactive contexts into consideration.
Role Aware LSTM-RNN LMs
This section describes role aware LSTM-RNN LMs (RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs) that can leverage role information for estimating a generative probability of words. The RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs are composed by extending LSTM-RM-LMs that can flexibly take into consideration long-range context based on an LSTM-RNN. While the LSTM-RNN-LMs are expressed as generative models, The RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs are expressed as conditional generative models. In the RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs, a role label of a target utterance is treated as given information. This modeling assumes that all utterances are mutually independent from each other. A generative probability of words W = {w 1 , · · · , w N } given a role label r is formulated as:
where Θ represents the model parameter and s n is a continuous representation that embeds both {w 1 , · · · , w n−1 } and r on the basis of neural network based modeling. Figure 1 shows the model structure of the RA-LSTM-RNNLMs. In the RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs, individual words and a role label in an utterance are converted into a continuous representation. The continuous representations of w n−1 and r are defined as:
where EMBED() is a linear transformational function to embed a symbol into a continuous vector and θ w and θ r are trainable parameters.
While the LSTM-RNN-LMs capture only the word continuous representation, the RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs handle both the word continuous representation and the role continuous representation. To this end, w n and r are merged as:
The merged representation is converted into a hidden representation that summarizes past context information using an LSTM-RNN. The hidden representation for estimating the nth word is calculated as:
where LSTM() is a function of the unidirectional LSTM-RNN layer, θh is the trainable parameter, s0 is a zero vector 0, and w0 means an initial symbol. In an output layer, predicted probabilities are produced by:
where SOFTMAX() is a transformational function with softmax activation, θ o is the trainable parameter, and o n means P (w n |w 1 , · · · , w n−1 , r, Θ). In this modeling, Θ corresponds to {θ w , θ r , θ s , θ o }. The parameter can be optimized by:
where D denotes the training data set. The optimization is conducted using backpropagation through time.
Role-Play Dialogue Aware LMs
This section describes role play dialogue aware LMs (RPDALMs). The RPDA-LMs can take relationships between utterances into consideration while the RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs can consider only words within an utterance. The RPDA-LMs compute the generative probability of words in the target utterances using not only role labels in them but also words and role labels in past utterances. The RPDA-LMs are modeled by extending hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder modeling so as to handle role information. In this modeling, context information in past utterances is encoded into a continuous representation in two stages. In the first stage, utterance-level information, which includes a role label and words, is converted into a continuous representation. In the second stage, continuous representations of all past utterances are also converted into a continuous representation. The generative probability of a word in a target utterance is estimated by a continuous representation that embeds the continuous representation of past utterances, a role label of a target utterance and past words in the target utterance. The words in a multi-turn dialogue is defined as
t N t } represents the t-th utterance and N t represents the number of words in the t-th utterance. The generative probability of W is defined as:
where R = {r 1 , · · · , r T } is a role sequence in the multiturn dialogue which corresponds to W , Θ represents the t and all previous interactive contexts. Figure 2 shows the model structure of the RPDA-LMs. The RPDA-LMs are constructed from a word-level encoder network, an utterance-level encoder network, and a decoder network. In the RPDA-LMs, each word and each role is converted into continuous representations followed by:
These continuous representations are used in both the wordlevel encoder network and the decoder network.
In the word-level encoder network, all words in an utterance is embedded into a continuous representation followed by:
where θu is the trainable parameter. The entire utterance information can be embedded into u t−1 N t−1 , which is expressed as:
In addition, in order to capture multi-turn dialogue context information, continuous representations of past utterances are embedded into a continuous representation using the utterancelevel decoder network. A continuous representation that embeds a start-of-dialogue and the t − 1-th utterance is defined as:
where θ h is the trainable parameter. Note that u 0 and h 0 represent a zero vector 0. If h t−1 is set as a zero vector 0, only the t − 1-th utterance is embeded into h t .
In the decoder network, which corresponds to a conditional generative model, a word continuous representation, a role continuous representation, and a continuous representation of past utterances are merged as:
The merged representation is converted into a hidden representation that summarizes all past context using an LSTM-RNN. The hidden representation for estimating the n-th word is calculated as: 
where o t n means P (w t n |s t n , Θ) and Θ corresponds to {θ w , θ r , θu, θh, θs, θo}. While the RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs are trained from utterances with role labels, the RPDA-LMs are trained from multi-turn dialogues. The parameter can be optimized by:
where D denotes the training data set that includes multiple multi-turn dialogues with role labels. The optimization is also followed by backpropagation through time.
Experiments

Setups
We used the contact center dialogue data sets, which include several topics. One dialogue means one telephone call between one operator and one customer. Each dialogue was separately recorded and the data set consists of 2,636 dialogues. One dialogue included about 121 utterances, and one utterance included about 10 words in average. We divided the data set into a training set, a validation set, and a test set. Vocabulary size of the training set was 25K words. Table 1 shows details. We used a senone based LSTM-RNN acoustic model. Acoustic feature consisted of 40 dimensional log mel-filterbank coefficients appended with delta and acceleration coefficients, which frame shift was 10 ms. For the acoustic modeling, we stacked two LSTM-RNN layers with 512 cells, two fully connected layers which had 1,024 hidden units with rectified linear units, and a softmax layer with 3,072 outputs. The speech recognizer is a weighted finite state transducer (WFST) based decoder [32] .
For evaluation, we constructed various LMs. "HPY-LM" is 3-gram hierarchical Pitman-Yor LM which is the baseline ngram LM [2] . The HPY-LM was introduced in the speech recognizer by converting WFST. In addition, we constructed the following four neural LMs. "LSTM-RNN-LM" is an LSTM-RNN based LM and "RA-LSTM-RNN-LM" is the LM described in Section 2. In RA-LSTM-RNN-LM, a word continuous representation and a role continuous representation were set to 650 and 32 dimensional vectors, and LSTM-RNN layer had 650 units. LSTM-RNN-LM is composed by deleting role labels in RA-LSTM-RNN-LM. These two LMs only used contexts within an utterance. "DC-LM" is a document context LM that is modeled by hierarchical RNN encoder-decoder modeling, and "RPDA-LM" is the proposed method detailed in Section 3. In RPDA-LM, a word continuous representation and a role continuous representation were set to 650 and 32 dimensional vectors, LSTM-RNN layer in a word-level encoder network had 650 units, LSTM-RNN layer in a utterance-level encoder network had 200 units, and LSTM-RNN layer in a decoder network had 650 units. Note that the DC-LM is composed by deleting role labels in the RPDA-LM. These two LMs can capture relationships between utterances. For optimization of each neural LM, we used mini-batch stochastic gradient descent where a learning rate was scheduled using validation loss. The dropout rate in each LSTM-RNN layer was set to 0.5. For implementing neural LMs to ASR, 100-best rescoring was conducted. When using DC-LM and RPDA-LM, we incrementally rescored each utterance in order from the front because the LMs depend on multi-turn dialogues. In addition, we examined linear interpolation of HPY-LM and each neural LMs in which the interpolation weights were optimized using the validation set.
Results
Experimental results in terms of perplexity (PPL) and word error rate (WER) are shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , "Role labels" and "Past utterances" represents that either role labels were utilized or not, and either past utterances were utilized or not in each LM. Line (1) shows baseline results in which no neural LMs were introduced. It is shown that PPL results in the contact center dialogue tasks were comparatively smaller than those in general ASR tasks because many backchannels are involved in both speaker's utterances. Results obtained with LSTM-RNNLMs are shown in lines (2) and (3), and those obtained with RA-LSTM-RNN-LMs are shown in lines (4) and (5) . They show that (3) outperformed (1) and (2), and (5) outperformed (3) and (4). This indicates that neural LMs can be complemented with the n-gram LM. In addition, (4) was comparable to (2) . This indicates that role information was not so effective for estimating the generative probability of words within an utterance. Results obtained with the DC-LMs are shown in lines (6) to (9) , and those obtained with the RPDA-LMs are shown in lines (10) to (13) . Note that (6), (7), (10) and (11) show results where ht−1 in utterance-level encoder network was set to a zero vector 0. They show that (12) outperformed (10) and (8) outperformed (6) . This indicates that it is important to consider past long-range utterances for improving word estimation performance. They also show that (12) was superior to (8) . This indicates that role information is effective for capturing sequential interactive contexts. The best performance was obtained by (13) , which achieved 2.42 point WER improvement compared to (1) and 0.92 point WER improvement compared to (3) in the test set.
Conclusions
In this paper, we described RPDA-LMs that can be used in role play dialogue ASR tasks. The main advantage of the RPDA-LM is that it leverages sequential interactive contexts in role play multi-turn dialogues for estimating the generative probability of words. We formulated the RPDA-LM as conditional hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder modeling with multiple LSTM-RNNs. Experiments in a contact center dialogue task showed that the RPDA-LM could yield ASR performance improvements compared with RA-LSTM-RNN-LM and DC-LM. In addition, we verified the effectiveness of explicitly capturing both long-range sequential utterances and role labels.
